We propose to use the effect of measurements instead of their number to study the time evolution of quantum systems under monitoring. This time redefinition acts like a microscope which blows up the inner details of seemingly instantaneous transitions like quantum jumps. In the simple example of a continuously monitored qubit coupled to a heat bath, we show that this procedure provides well defined and simple evolution equations in an otherwise singular strong monitoring limit. We show that there exists anomalous observable localised on sharp transitions which can only be resolved with our new effective time. We apply our simplified description to study the competition between information extraction and dissipation in the evolution of the linear entropy. Finally, we show that the evolution of the new time as a function of the real time is closely related to a stable Lévy process of index 1/2.
Introduction -Quantum monitoring equations play a key role in modern theoretical quantum physics and are used widely in control [1] [2] [3] , quantum information [4] [5] [6] , and even foundations [7, 8] . They describe a system subjected to iterated or continuous measurements and can be used to treat a large variety of experimental setups e.g. in cavity QED [9, 10] and circuit QED [11, 12] .
An interesting regime which has been explored recently [13] is that of "tight" monitoring, i.e. the limit when the measurement strength (or frequency) dominates the evolution. This regime is characterised by the emergence of quantum jumps similar to what could be seen in early monitoring experiments [14] [15] [16] but with a richer and subtler structure in the fluctuations [17] . What makes this limit interesting is that it is expected to yield a finer description of Von Neuman measurements and quantum jumps. It is however difficult to study because the evolution equations become singular and ill-defined with infinitely sharp transitions when the monitoring tightness goes to infinity. In this article, we propose a time redefinition which allows to take the latter limit exactly at the evolution level without losing any information.
Although the rest of the article deals with an example of continuous quantum trajectory, let us introduce our idea in a discrete setting for simplicity. In the discrete case, quantum monitoring is simply a succession of (generalised) discrete measurements and evolution. After each measurement, the density matrix is updated conditionally on the result. The sequence of the system density matrices {ρ n } after each measurement is a discrete quantum trajectory. If we suppose that the measurements are carried out regularly, the natural time to parametrise the evolution is simply proportional to the number of measurements n. Here, we propose a new parametrisation -different from the real physical time-proportional to the effects of the measurements on the system:
which is simply the quadratic variation of the density matrix [18] . Because this new effective time will flow more when the system evolves abruptly, it will resolve the inner structure of sharp transitions. Notice that as ρ n is a function of the measurement results, t n is a quantity which can be computed from standard experimental data. Let us be more concrete and specify the procedure in a simple example of evolution with discrete measurements. We consider a two-level system coupled to a thermal bath with a density matrix ρ s obeying:
where L is a Lindblad operator of the form:
λ is interpreted as the thermal relaxation rate and p the average population of the ground state at equilibrium. Every ∆s, the system energy is weakly measured, i.e. it is subjected to the discrete random map:
with probability Tr B ± ρ n∆s − B † ± where For a fixed value of ε = 1, when the real time ∆s between two measurements goes to zero, the fast weak measurements should behave like a strong measurement and it is this limit we are interested in. Numerical simulations for Q = 0|ρ|0 are shown in Fig. 1 . They shows -at least visually-that the prescription of eq. (1) indeed allows to blow up the details of the sharp fluctuations. In the continuous setting, the reparametrisation in effective time will have the extra advantage of yielding simpler equations which can be analysed in detail.
Model -In this article, we will focus on one of the simplest instances of continuous quantum trajectory equations [19] [20] [21] [22] which contains the quintessential subtlety of the fast measurement limit while being analytically manageable (see e.g. [23] ). It describes the continuous energy monitoring of a two-level system coupled in the same way as before to a thermal bath and reads:
where again Q = 0|ρ|0 is the probability to be in the ground state, s the real physical time and γ codes for the measurement rate, i.e. the rate at which information is extracted from the system. As in the discrete case, λ is the thermal relaxation rate and p the average population of the ground state at equilibrium. The stochastic process W s is a Brownian motion which echoes the intrinsic quantum randomness of continuous measurements. Notice that we do not consider the non-diagonal coefficients of the density matrix because they have no effect on the probabilities in this model and are anyway exponentially suppressed. Our objective is to see what the limit of equation (6) is when γ → +∞, i.e. when the measurement strength becomes infinite.
The trajectories of equation (6) become very singular when γ → +∞ with sharp jumps between plateaus decorated with instantaneous excursions dubbed spikes (see Fig. 2 ) [24] . Although the stochastic differential equation (SDE) (6) in real time has no well defined limit when γ → +∞, the plot of the process heuristically has one in the sense that the extrema of the spikes are a sample of a γ independent Cox process. This limiting process can be studied directly as was done in [17] but the analysis with the effective time provides a cleaner derivation in addition with the discovery of an even finer anomalous [25] structure.
Results -The effective time we are going to use to redefine the process is:
which is the continuous analog of the prescription (1). With this effective time t, equation (6) becomes:
where B t is a Brownian motion (as a function of t) related to W s by dB t := √ γ Q s (1−Q s ) dW s . The crucial feature of the new evolution equation is that, for large γ, the first term is negligible as long as Q t is not very close to 0 or 1. It is positive (resp. negative) when Q t is close to 0 (resp. close to 1). Intuitively, this term will survive only as a boundary condition preventing Q from crossing 0 and 1 and Q t will be a simple Brownian motion in the bulk ]0, 1[.
Proposition. When γ → +∞:
(i) Q t is a Brownian motion reflected at 0 and 1.
(ii) The linear time s can be expressed as a function of the effective time t:
where L t and U t are the local times spent by Q t respectively in 0 and 1.
For a Brownian like process X t , the local time L t at 0 is defined informally by L t := t 0 dt δ(X t ). More rigorously, it can defined by introducing a mollifier δ ε of the Dirac distribution, e.g. δ ε (X) = ε −1 1 X∈[0,ε] , and taking
Intuitively, the local time in 0 represents the rescaled time the process spends in 0.
Incidentally, this proposition gives a way to define jumps and spikes precisely in the infinite γ limit. A jump is simply a transition from Q = 0 to Q = 1 (resp. 1 to 0) while a spike is a transition from Q = 0 to Q = 0 (resp. 1 to 1) through some finite value of Q. Both types of transitions are instantaneous in real time s but take a finite effective time t. This shows that a finer description is preserved by the effective time. The following proposition provides an example of such a finer quantity: the effective time itself.
Corollary. The effective time description is strictly finer than the real time description.
There exists anomalous quantities, i.e. quantities which can be computed in effective time but are hidden in the standard physical time description. For example, the effective times to go up or to go down a spike of height m are distributed with the same probability density P m (t) of Laplace transform:
This means that the effective time is an anomalous observable in the sense that it is not determined entirely by the naive large γ limit in real time s which contains only discrete spikes and jumps. It has intrinsic fluctuations even when the sample of spikes of given height is fixed. Proofs -Let us start by looking precisely at what happens near the boundary Q = 0 when γ → +∞ (the boundary Q = 1 can be treated in the same way). When Q is close to 0, equation (8) becomes:
which reads in integral form:
The integral is an increasing function of t which remains nearly constant on time intervals for which Q u γ −1/2 . Hence, when γ → +∞, this function only increases when Q u = 0. The Skorokhod lemma [26, 27] is the key to understand precisely the large γ limit.
Lemma (Skorokhod) . Let b(t), t ∈ [0, +∞[ be a continuous function with b(0) = 0, and let x 0 ≥ 0. There is a unique pair of continuous functions x(t), l(t), for t ∈ [0, +∞[, such that: (i) x(0) = x 0 , and x(t) ≥ 0 for t ∈ [0, +∞[, (ii) l(t) is non-decreasing, (iii) l(t) increases only at x(t) = 0, i.e. l(t) is constant on each interval where x(t) > 0, Equation (12) is nearly a Skorokhod decomposition of the Brownian motion, i.e. with b(t) = B t and x(t) = Q t . We get a true Skorokhod decomposition when γ → +∞ and the lemma guaranties the unicity of the solution. The fundamental trick is that the Skorokhod decomposition of the Brownian motion on [0, +∞[ is known independently and can be found through Tanaka's formula [28, 29] for the Ito derivative of the absolute value of a Brownian motion :
whereB u is a Brownian motion and L t is the local time in 0 of this Brownian. But B t = t 0 sgn(B u )dB u is also a Brownian motion so we can write:
which, by unicity, is the infinite γ limit of equation (12) (up to the initial condition). We thus see that near Q = 0, Q behaves like the absolute value of a Brownian motion and that:
We can now get the connection between physical time and effective time. Near the boundary Q = 0, dt = γQ 2 s ds. Inserting this change of variable in the l.h.s of (15) removes the γ and yields:
We can apply the same reasoning near the boundary Q = 1 to get that Q t is reflected by this boundary and that:
where U t is the local time spent by Q t in 1. Near this boundary the relation between physical and effective time can be found in the same way:
Out of the two boundaries, L t = U t = 0, eq. (8) shows that Q t is simply a Brownian motion and the physical time does not flow. Finally, we can put all the pieces together and we get that in the infinite γ limit, Q t is a Brownian motion reflected in 0 and 1 or equivalently that Q t verifies [30] :
and the physical time is related to the effective time by:
which is what we had claimed in the first proposition.
We may now prove the corollary using a standard result [29, 31] for Brownian excursions. The time t 1 it takes for a Brownian motion starting from 0 to reach a maximum m and the time t 2 it then needs to go back to zero are independent random variables distributed with the same law of Laplace transform:
Restricted to m < 1, this is thus the probability distribution for the time it takes Q t to reach a maximum m before eventually going back to 0. Because the real time does not flow in the bulk, this excursion looks instantaneous when parametrised with s -it is reduced to a spikeand its finer structure, in this example the quadratic variation, is lost. Applications -The formalism previously introduced can be applied to describe the evolution of physical quantities when γ → +∞. A simple example one can consider is the linear entropy [32] 
. In real time and for finite γ, Itô's formula gives:
The first term codes for the effect of the thermal bath and the second for the effect of the information extraction, the latter always decreasing the linear entropy on average. When γ goes to infinity, the previous equation has no limit. Intuitively, in real time, Q is almost surely equal to 0 or 1 and the linear entropy is thus almost always equal to zero, all the interesting fluctuations being lost. The latter can be recovered in effective time. Indeed, in effective time, when γ → ∞, dQ t = dB t + dL t − dU t . Applying the Itô formula to S L and noting that dL (resp. dU ) is only non zero when Q = 0 (resp. Q = 1) gives:
The effect of measurements appears clearly in the first two terms with a noise term and a deterministic negative drift. The effect of the bath is localised on the boundaries, i.e. on pure states, where it thus always increases the linear entropy. The details of this competition are simply lost when taking naively the γ → +∞ limit in real time. The proposition also shows an interesting link with Lévy processes. Near a boundary, say near 0, the real time is given as a function of the effective time by eq. (16). It is a standard result (see e.g. [27] ) that t(s), obtained by inverting the latter relation, is exactly the stable Lévy process with index 1/2 and scale √ 2λp. This means that, for 0 < s 1 < · · · < s n ,
In particular E[e −σt(s) ] = e −sλp √ 2σ whose Laplace transform can be inverted to get that the probability density of t(s) is dP s (t) = dt √ 2π
Because of the presence of the second boundary, the description in terms of Lévy processes is correct only near a boundary, i.e. for small jumps of t. In general the process t is still infinitely divisible but not stable and its probability distribution has no simple closed form to our knowledge. Conclusion -We have argued that using a time proportional to the effect of measurements on the system provided a better parametrisation of the evolution in the limit of infinitely strong continuous measurements (infinite γ limit). We have illustrated the benefits of this approach on the example of a continuously monitored qubit coupled to a thermal reservoir. Actually, our result is general in two dimensions and the dissipative coupling via a bath could have been replaced by an appropriately rescaled [33] unitary evolution to yield the same process in the limit. In the infinite γ limit, we have obtained a very simple description in terms of a reflected Brownian motion, unravelling a much finer structure than one would have gotten taking naively the limit in real time. In the limit, most quantities of interest can be computed using standard results on Brownian excursions.
Although our prescription for the time redefinition is very general, we have only treated in detail an example in two dimensions and with continuous measurements. We believe the same ideas could be used in the discrete case of iterated weak measurement and in higher dimensions but specific examples of interest are still to be worked out. Eventually, the method we propose is general enough that it could have applications to the analysis of other SDE's in the strong noise limit, e.g. in population dynamics and turbulence.
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